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Cooperative Distributed Control Implementation of
the Power Flow Coloring Over a Nano-Grid

With Fluctuating Power Loads
Saher Javaid, Yuhei Kurose, Takekazu Kato, Member, IEEE, and Takashi Matsuyama

Abstract—To realize efficient and versatile energy manage-
ment systems for future homes, buildings, and local communities,
nano-grid (NG) finds possibility for integrating distributed energy
resources. This paper implements the power flow coloring, which
gives a unique ID to each power flow between a specific power
source and a specific power load. It enables us to design ver-
satile power flow patterns between distributed power sources
and loads, taking into account energy availability, cost, and car-
bon dioxide emission. To implement the power flow coloring,
this paper proposes a cooperative distributed control method,
where a master–slave role assignment scheme of power sources
and a time-slot based feedback control are introduced to cope
with power fluctuations while keeping the voltage stability of
the NG. Experimental results show the practical feasibility of
our proposed method in managing distributed power sources
and fluctuating loads.

Index Terms—Power flow coloring, cooperative distributed
control, i-Energy, energy on demand, demand-side management.

NOMENCLATURE

Pi,j Nominal power supplied from ith PS to jth PL
Ri,j PSR supplied from ith PS to jth PL

Ps
i,k Average power supply by SAi in time-slot k

Pl
j,k Average power consumption by LAj time-slot k

Ti,k Target power level of SAi for time-slot k
Di,k Compensation factor for time-slot k

εl
j,k Power consumption estimation error

εs
i,k Power supply error

Ls
i,k Power loss ascribed to ith PS

Ll
j,k Power loss ascribed to jth PL

D′
i,k Compensation factor with power loss

T ′
i,k Target power with power loss

I. INTRODUCTION

IN RECENT years there has been growing interest in the
demand side energy management. This is mainly because
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residential and commercial buildings represent a major part
of electricity consumptions and carbon dioxide emissions [1]
and partly because small distributed power sources such as
photovoltaics, wind turbines, fuel cells, and storage batteries
have been introduced into houses, office buildings, and facto-
ries. The structure of residential and commercial areas will be
changed drastically due to the deployment of such distributed
power sources [2], [3].

One such energy management system is a
Nano-grid (NG) [4]–[6]. It includes power generating
sources, an in-house power distribution system, and energy
storage functions as well as a variety of appliances such
as lighting, TV, heating/ventilation/air conditioning, and
cooking. NGs have been studied significantly for future
power distribution architecture from tens of kW to MW
leading to the micro-grid (MG) level [7], [8] and often
operate over a simple shared power line.

Furthermore, a NG can operate independently or be con-
nected to the national grid and can be designed for either AC
or DC power management. Since a NG is usually connected
to a MG or national grid, it has fewer issues in managing reac-
tive power, frequency stability, and power loss. It is better to
make a grid-connected NG to be able to operate in an off-grid
mode optionally because it can cope with power failures in
the national grid as well as can function even in developing
countries without the national grid.

While a NG is a small compact grid system, it has to man-
age several power sources, storages, and a variety of appliances
with diverse usage patterns taking into account energy avail-
ability, cost, and carbon dioxide emission. That is, a NG has to
have a sophisticated control function of multiple power sources
and storages so that they can cope with dynamically changing
power consumption patterns and power supply conditions. We
believe this is a new function to be developed for a NG.

In order to develop sophisticated systems with diverse com-
ponents and versatile functions, it is a crucial and fundamental
requirement to give a unique ID to each basic entity such as
IP addresses in the Internet, social security numbers in welfare
and health care systems etc. In [9] and [10], the concept of the
Power Flow Coloring is proposed, which attaches the unique
identification to each power flow between a pair of power
source and load. While the concept of the power flow color-
ing can be applied to any types of grids, this paper focuses on
the power flow coloring over NG. This is because the develop-
ment of fundamental technologies for implementing the power
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Fig. 1. The Power Flow Coloring.

flow coloring can be facilitated in a NG consisting of a shared
bus power line without complicated power control devices for
transmission and distribution. Fig. 1 illustrates the power flow
coloring over a NG in a house. It enables us to design ver-
satile power flow patterns between distributed power sources
and loads. Note that as shown in Fig. 1, a power source can
supply power flow streams to multiple loads and a load can
be supplied power flow streams from multiple power sources.
For example, watch a TV with the utility supplying power, use
an air conditioner with photovoltaic power, make coffee using
power stored in a battery, and mix 60% photovoltaic power
and 40% battery power to operate a heater.

The power flow coloring can help in realizing the cost sen-
sitive usage of power by evaluating power generation costs of
power sources. The utilization of renewable energy sources to
reduce atmospheric carbon dioxide would be another impor-
tant motivation for the power flow coloring. Moreover, the
power flow coloring can manage power flow streams with
diverse characteristics. For example, the power generated by a
photovoltaic is characterized by power fluctuations and avail-
able time periods. With the power flow coloring, a power
with dynamic fluctuations can directly flow into a load which
can accommodate the fluctuations such as heaters and cool-
ers without affecting the other power flows. Consequently,
we are able to use variety of power sources with diverse
characteristics over the NG.

While some readers may recognize similarities between
the popular consignment power supply and the power flow
coloring, they differ in the following points:

Real-Timeness: Since the former manages volumes of power
supply and consumption, real-time power control is not
required. The latter, on the other hand, controls instantaneous
power supply and consumption in real-time. More specifically,
the system proposed in this paper uses three different time
responses based on the control hierarchy: microscopic, meso-
scopic, and macroscopic levels. The micro-level time response
or hardware level uses 16.3 milliseconds control intervals to
manage AC power and voltage [11]. The meso-level time
response shows the communication interval of one-second

among distributed power sources and loads. The macro-level
time response indicates operation mode changes of power
loads by human, that can take several minutes or more.

Stability Control: Since the amount of power for the con-
signment power supply is far small compared to the base
power managed, no additional control mechanism need to be
introduced for the consignment power supply. In the latter
case, however, since power flows to be managed over a NG
are similar in their volumes, a sophisticated stability control
mechanism should be developed at the same time as the power
flow design. The system proposed in this paper employs a
master-slave role assignment scheme to maintain the voltage
stability of the NG against unexpected power fluctuations by
power loads.

Power Fluctuation Management: Thanks to the real-time
power control, the power flow coloring can manage dynami-
cally fluctuating power sources and loads as described above,
which is out of scope of the consignment power supply.

Specification of Arbitrary Power Supply Mixture: As
described before, the power flow coloring can manage power
flows from multiple power sources to one load. That is, a
home user can specify how much power from which source is
to be supplied for a particular power load taking into account
energy availability, cost, and carbon dioxide emission.

This paper aims to implement the power flow coloring over
a NG with fluctuating power loads while keeping the voltage
stability of the NG. Note that with a power controllable load
such as a heater, the proposed implementation method can be
easily augmented to manage a fluctuating power source such
as a photovoltaic.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section II
surveys related works and introduces our idea for the power
flow coloring implementation. In Section III, we propose a
cooperative distributed system architecture consisting of power
managers, power source agents, and load agents. Section IV
describes the basic message exchange protocol to implement
the cooperative distributed control method. To cope with power
fluctuations of loads as well as delays in message exchanges
and computations, Section V introduces an augmented proto-
col with the master-slave role assignment for power source
agents and the time-slot based feedback control. Following
the practical protocol specification, its soundness proof and
the management of power loss over a NG are described. In
Section VI, the practicality of our implementation for the
power flow coloring is demonstrated with experimental results.
Section VII gives concluding remarks and future studies.

II. MANAGING METHODS OF DISTRIBUTED POWER

SOURCES AND IMPLEMENTATION METHODS

OF THE POWER FLOW COLORING

With the advent of distributed power sources, a large number
of new technologies of managing multiple power sources have
been developed [12]–[16]. This is because characteristics of
distributed power sources are very different from traditional
power generators; the former includes DC power generation
devices such as photovoltaics (PVs) and batteries while the
latter generates AC power by mechanically rotating machines.
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To integrate distributed power sources to the ordinary
grid, a variety of power sharing schemes have been pro-
posed [17], [18]. To achieve accurate power sharing while
maintaining the voltage and frequency of a grid, there are two
main types of control methods: centralized and decentralized.
Centralized control based on a communication infrastruc-
ture [19], [20]. However, it is impractical to transmit dynamic
data and control signal. The central controlling device should
have the information of entire power network including (power
sources and power loads). In order to overcome limitations of
centralized control method, decentralized control methods are
reported, which majorly applies droop control methods to inte-
grate different power sources [5], [21], [22] for current sharing.
This type of control does not need communication infras-
tructure, which actually helps in increasing the robustness of
the entire system. However, the power sharing schemes just
coordinate multiple power sources to supply the total power
consumed by a group of power loads and hence cannot dis-
criminate individual power consumptions of the power loads
as in the power flow coloring.

To manage DC power sources, hybrid systems have also
been proposed. Reference [23] proposed the optimal energy
management system for hybrid power supply systems with
PV and a battery, which uses power flow management to bal-
ance power streams between storage battery, PV panel and
power load in grid-connected mode. In [24], on the other hand,
optimal power flow management model is proposed for solar
battery power supply system for off-grid application. The main
objectives of these two systems are to satisfy the load power
demand from PV power generation and minimize cost of fuel
and battery system. These systems only consider the total
power consumption as a whole for the power flow management
therefore cannot distinguish individual power consumptions of
the power loads.

On the other hand, power congestion problems are closely
related or studied for the power transmission network man-
agement [25]–[27] in terms of capacity of grid. Congestion
management ensures that the transmission flows remain within
the transmission capacity. As NG is a small compact grid
system consists of simple shared bus architecture, power
congestion problem is out of scope of the NG.

Reference [28] proposed a theory of computing a detailed
description of nodal prices in a grid: generation, transmission
congestion, voltage limitation based on Kirchoff’s laws and
physical and economical constraints. While this theory enables
us to compute the power flow on each individual power line
connected to a power source or a load, an additional specifi-
cation should be given to design which power sources supply
powers to which power loads. Moreover, when the power con-
sumption by a load fluctuates, a real-time controlling method
of its power supplying sources should be developed.

While the concept of the power flow coloring shares some
with above mentioned methods, its novelty rests in giving a
unique ID to each individual power flow from a specific power
source to a specific power load. Since it looks attractive, there
have been proposed several implementation methods. They
can be classified into three categories: power line switch-
ing, power routing, and synchronised source-load control.

Fig. 2. System Architecture.

Okabe and Sakai [29] proposed a matrix power line switch
between a group of power sources and a group of loads. By
setting the switch, a physical power line connection is estab-
lished between a power source and a load. While its control is
simple, only one-to-one connection between a power source
and a load can be realized and it cannot be scaled up without
changing the existing grid.

Takuno et al. [30] and Abe et al. [31] proposed power rout-
ing methods. They developed so-called power routers which
receive, store, and transmit chunks of power, power packets,
just in the same way as message packet routers: a chunk
of power is associated with source ID and destination ID.
By introducing a multiplexing method, a simple power line
can support multiple power packet transmissions. To realize
this ID-based store-forward transmission, each power router
should be equipped with a storage battery, which requires mass
investments for the routing methods to be implemented in the
existing grid. Moreover, since they focus on the power rout-
ing, no mechanism to control distributed power sources and
loads is introduced.

The cooperative distributed control method for the power
flow coloring proposed in this paper can be characterized by
the synchronized source-load control method, one of whose
advantages is that it can be used not only inside a household
but also for local community in a NG without mass invest-
ments. Moreover, it manages power fluctuations of power
sources and loads by controlling terminal devices real-time,
which is the technical advantage of our proposed method.
To implement the synchronized source-load control, we intro-
duce a cooperative distributed system consisting of power
managers, power source agents, and load agents, which com-
municate with each other to realize the power flow coloring
while keeping the stability over the NG.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section, a system architecture for the implementation
of the power flow coloring over a NG is proposed (see Fig. 2).
The proposed system is applied to a NG (e.g., in a house-
hold, building or local community), which consists of multiple
power sources (PSs) and power loads (PLs) connected with
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a common electric power line. A PS is an electric device
which can supply electric power, e.g., solar panel, wind tur-
bine and utility company. The PSs are considered with unique
identifiers such as PSi (i ∈ {1, 2, ..., M}) where M is the
total no. of PSs. A set of PLs is also considered: a PL is
an electric device that consumes electric power supplied by
the PS(s). The proposed system comprises of N PLs with
identifiers PLj ( j ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}). A power agent (i.e., source
agent, SA or load agent, LA) is attached to each PS and PL,
which measures and controls supply/consume power of the
attached power device (PS/PL). All agents communicate with
each other for the cooperative work to realize the power flow
coloring. To specify, monitor, and maintain the overall power
flow pattern, two types of power managers are introduced.
The EoD manager conducts overall power management over
the NG. It mediates all power demands required by loads
based on the Energy on Demand Protocol and designs the
overall power flow pattern (i.e., the power flow specifica-
tion (PFS)) specifying which PS should supply how many
Watts to which PL:

PFS =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

P11 P12 . . . P1N

P21 P22 . . . P2N
...

...
. . .

...

PM1 PM2 . . . PMN

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦,

where, PMN denotes the nominal power (in Watt) supplied
from Mth PS to Nth PL. As for the EoD protocol see [32], [33].
Then, PFS is forwarded to the power flow manager (PFM),
which monitors and coordinates SAs and LAs to maintain the
specified PFS. As is well known, the power consumption by a
load usually fluctuates and sometimes varies a lot due to auto-
matic changes of its operation modes (e.g., automatic power
control in an air conditioner). This means that the nominal
power value specified in PFS is just a reference and hard to
maintain physically. To bridge between this nominal and phys-
ical power values, PFM converts a given PFS into the power
supply ratio (PSR) as follows:

PSR = [
Rij
] =

[
Pij∑M

i=1 Pij

]

M∑
i=1

Rij = 1 for all j,

where Pij denotes the nominal power supplied from ith PS
to jth PL and Rij is PSR supplied from ith PS to jth PL.
The PFM sends PSR to all SAs so that PSR is preserved
against any power fluctuations by loads. Note that as will
be described later, when the EoD manager wants to change
PFS, it has to evaluate gaps between nominal and physi-
cal power supplies/consumptions based on the previous PFS
and conduct some compensation process before designing a
new PFS.

IV. BASIC SYSTEM PROTOCOL

This section describes the basic system protocol for the
power flow coloring under an ideal situation. Here, it is

Fig. 3. Basic System Protocol.

assumed that all PSs and PLs are controllable, i.e., the
power supply from PSs and power consumption by PLs
can be controlled according to the specified PFS. We also
assume that there is no power fluctuation, communication
loss, communication delay, computation delay, control error,
or power loss for the basic system protocol.

The protocol can be described by message exchanges among
the managers and agents (Fig. 3). The protocol consists of
three phases named as initialization phase (IP), operation
phase (OP) and modification phase (MP). The EoD man-
ager starts the IP by computing PFS and then sends it to
PFM, which then compiles PFS to generate PSR. Finally,
PSR is broadcasted to all SAs and LAs to maintain the
specified power supply ratios during the OP. Thanks to the
assumptions, no communication or control among the agents
is required to maintain the specified PSR. The MP will start
when any power agent observes an event that requires change
in PFS. The event could be any change in user behaviors
(e.g., want to see TV), in power consumption (e.g., a heater
is switched ON/OFF by a thermostat), or in power supply
(e.g., a utility company issues a Demand Response signal
to suppress power usage). After observing such event, the
agent sends a CHANGE PFS message to the EoD manager,
which then designs a new PFS to cope with the reported
event and forwards it to PFM. Finally a new OP is started
by PFM. While the above process is enough for the basic
system protocol, a practical protocol should include an addi-
tional process in the MP to compensate the gap between the
nominal and physical power. That is, to design a new PFS,
the EoD manager first collects physically supplied/consumed
powers from SAs and LAs and computes differences from
the nominal powers specified by PFS. How to compensate
the differences in the new PFS should be decided based
on technical and economic policies for the EoD manager to
comply with.
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V. AUGMENTED SYSTEM PROTOCOL

The basic system protocol relies on many assumptions and
hence should be augmented to implement the power flow
coloring in the real world. This section describes an augmented
system protocol for the real world scenario.

To deal with practical situations, there is a need to manage
power fluctuations of power devices. Here power fluctuations
include both noisy fluctuations and power variations. Noisy
fluctuations are physical power fluctuations due to the nature
of power sources and loads. On the other hand, power vari-
ations are caused by operation mode changes of PSs/PLs
(e.g., ON/OFF status changes, low power to/from high power
supply/consumption etc.) The augmented system protocol pro-
posed in this paper is designed to manage real-time power
fluctuations of PLs alone. To implement such management,
a time-slot based feedback control method is introduced into
the basic system protocol: it maintains the specified PSR even
if consumed powers by PLs fluctuate unexpectedly due to
noise and vary a lot by their operation mode changes. How
to manage power fluctuations of PSs is reserved for future
studies.

Even if power fluctuations are confined to those by
PLs, the power fluctuation management leads us to another
augmentation. That is, there is a need to introduce a mech-
anism to maintain the voltage stability of the NG against
physical power fluctuations. For this purpose, the master and
slave role assignment scheme is introduced among SAs: one
SA is selected as a master and maintains the voltage sta-
bility of the NG against power fluctuations caused by PLs.
The third augmentation is required to cope with commu-
nication and computation delays by SAs and LAs. This is
also essential in real world systems for power management
because electrical devices operate continuously without any
break. As will be described later, the time-slot based feedback
control method can be designed to hide communication and
computation delays in a systematic way.

In summary, the augmented system protocol should satisfy
at least the following three requirements to work in the real
world:

• Maintain the voltage stability of the NG,
• Maintain the specified PSR against power fluctuation

(both noisy fluctuations and power variations), and
• Cope with communication and computation delays.

A. Master and Slave Architecture

Unexpected power fluctuations caused by PLs easily make
the NG unstable leading to blackouts. To maintain the volt-
age stability of the NG against power fluctuations, the master
and slave role assignment scheme has been proposed among
SAs. One of the SAs is selected as the master that oper-
ates as voltage and phase sources. Master SA supplies and
absorbs any amount of active power (fluctuation) to maintain
the voltage level of the NG. The internal power control device
as well as its corresponding PS of the master SA should be
equipped with enough physical functions and power supply
capacity to fulfil the role of the master. A utility power line or
a large-scale storage battery is a candidate of the master SA.

Fig. 4. Augmented System Protocol.

Note that while the current implementation is designed for an
AC power NG, it manages the active power alone and is to
be augmented further to manage the reactive power.

All SAs except the master operate as slaves. They work
as active power sources and supply specified powers without
caring about any power fluctuations. That is, the internal power
device and its corresponding PS of each slave SA keep sup-
plying the specified power level by its internal local feedback
control. How to compute and modify the power specification
for each slave SA based on the given PSR will be described
later. As for physical implementation of master and slave, refer
to Section VI.

Note that while the master SA does not care about its
specified power supply, the specified PSR can be maintained
completely, which will be discussed later too. Note also that
when the NG includes multiple PSs enough capable to work
as the master SA, the role of the master can be switched
dynamically based on the NG management policy.

B. Time-Slot Based Feedback Control (TSBFC) Method

Since the voltage stability is maintained by the master SA,
it is necessary to develop a method to solve the remaining
two problems: cope with unexpected power fluctuations of
PLs while keeping the specified PSR and make the power
management operate continuously without being affected by
communication and computation delays. Hence, TSBFC is
developed to solve these problems in a systematic way. Note
that TSBFC is conducted by all slave SAs and no explicit
power control to comply with the specified PSR is conducted
by the master SA.

1) Time-Slot and Protocol Description: First, the time
axis is partitioned into a series of time-slots (TSs) with
a fixed length and the operation phase is represented by
a series of TSk (k = 1, 2, . . .) (Fig. 4). While in what
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follows it is assumed that all SAs and LAs share the com-
mon time axis, the augmented system protocol accommodates
small discrepancies among local clocks in SAs and LAs.
That is, SAs and LAs can run asynchronously based on
their internal clocks without exchanging any synchronization
messages.

At the very beginning, the first initialization phase is con-
ducted by the EoD manager and PFM. Then PFM broadcasts
the PSR to all SAs and LAs to start the operation phase. The
first TS of the operation phase is TS1. During TS1, all LAs
and SAs just measure power consumptions by their corre-
sponding PLs and power supplies by their corresponding PSs
respectively. That is, no power control is conducted in TS1.
Note that as will be described later in this section, since
TSBFC can cope with large power variations (i.e., switching
a PL ON/OFF) keeping the specified PSR, it is assumed that
all PLs are OFF at the beginning of the operation phase and
switched ON later in the operation phase.

In TS2, each LA sends the average power consumption
value (Watt) in TS1 to all SAs that supply powers to that
LA, while keeping the power consumption measurement
in TS2. This message transmission is shown as load measured
power (LMP) message in Fig. 4. When each SA receives the
average power consumption data in TS1 from its correspond-
ing LAs, it calculates the target power level to supply for the
next TS (i.e., TS3) while keeping the power supply measure-
ment in TS2. The target power level computation algorithm
will be described later. Note that no power control is conducted
in TS2 either.

In TSk k ≥ 3, each LA measures its power consumption
during TSk and in TSk+1 reports it to all SAs that supply
powers to it. Each SA (except the master SA), on the other
hand, collects power consumption data in TSk−2 from all LAs
which are supplied power from that SA and computes the tar-
get power level to supply in TSk. These message receipt and
computation are conducted during TSk−1 while the power sup-
ply according to the target power level for TSk−1 as well as
the power supply measurement in TSk−1 are being continued.
With these overlaid executions of communication and compu-
tation with measurement and control, TSBFC can realize the
continuous power flow coloring in the real world.

2) Feedback Control Method: Here, the algorithm for each
slave SA is addressed to compute the target power level for
TSk k ≥ 3, which realizes the feedback control to maintain
the specified PSR against unexpected power fluctuation. Note
that the algorithm processes average power consumption and
supply levels in TSk instead of instantaneous power levels.
Let Pl

j,k denotes the average power consumption by LAj in
TSk and Ps

i,k is the average power supply by SAi in TSk. As
described above, the target power level (Ti,k) of SAi for the
next time-slot TSk is calculated based on the power consump-
tion and supply data measured in TSk−2. This computation is
done during TSk−1.

To implement the feedback control, there is a need to eval-
uate the difference between the actual power supply by SAi in
TSk−2, Ps

i,k−2, and the actually consumed powers in TSk−2 by
such LAs that received power from SAi. Then, this difference
should be compensated in TSk. So this difference is denoted

as Di,k meaning the compensation factor for TSk, which is
defined as follows:

Di,k =
N∑

j=1

Rij · Pl
j,k−2 + Di,k−2 − Ps

i,k−2 (1)

where Rij denotes the PSR specified for SAi by PFM. Note
that for all slave SAi, Di,0 = Di,1 = 0 because no power
control is conducted in TS0 or TS1 as described before.

Then, the target power level (Ti,k) of SAi for the next time-
slot TSk is defined as,

Ti,k =
N∑

j=1

Rij · Pl
j,k−2 + Di,k (2)

Here again Ti,1 = Ti,2 = 0 since no power control is con-
ducted in TS1 and TS2. In this definition, it is assumed that
all LAs will consume the same amount of power in TSk as
that measured in TSk−2. To implement a more sophisticated
feedback control, Pl

j,k−2 should be replaced with the predicted

power consumption by LAj in TSk, P̂l
j,k.

As noted before, when the PFS is modified and a new oper-
ation phase is to be started from TSk, some inter operation
phase compensation process should be conducted using Di,k

and Di,k+1 in the new operation phase, which is reserved for
future study.

C. Soundness Proof of the Augmented Protocol

The soundness of the augmented system protocol can be
proved by convergence of TSBFC and Preservation of PSR.
For this proof, it is assumed that each PL is switched OFF
at the beginning (i.e., k = 1), operate for sometime, will be
switched OFF again (i.e., k = K), and keeps OFF until k = T
(T: the last time slot index under consideration). Under this
assumption, it can be proved easily that Di,k is not accumu-
lated and converges to 0 and that the specified PSR is attained
without being affected by power fluctuations of PLs.

1) Convergence of TSBFC: Here, two types of errors are
considered; the power consumption estimation error and power
supply error. Due to the power fluctuation of each PL, the
power consumption estimation error can occur which can
be represented as follows since the current TSBFC employs
Pl

j,k−2bas the estimated power consumption for the time slot k.

εl
j,k = Pl

j,k − Pl
j,k−2 (3)

On the other hand, due to physical device characteristics of
each PS, the power supply error can be experienced that can
be defined as,

εs
i,k = Ps

i,k − Ti,k (4)

By considering these two errors, the compensation factor
described in equation (1) can be written as,

Di,k =
N∑

j=1

Rij

(
Pl

j,k−4 + εl
j,k−2

)
+ Di,k−2 − (

Ti,k−2 + εs
i,k−2

)
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By using equation (2),

=
N∑

j=1

Rij

(
Pl

j,k−4 + εl
j,k−2

)
+ Di,k−2

−
⎛
⎝

N∑
j=1

Rij · Pl
j,k−4 + Di,k−2 + εs

i,k−2

⎞
⎠

=
N∑

j=1

Rij · Pl
j,k−4 +

N∑
j=1

Rij · εl
j,k−2 + Di,k−2

−
N∑

j=1

Rij · Pl
j,k−4 − Di,k−2 − εs

i,k−2

⎞
⎠

=
N∑

j=1

Rij · εl
j,k−2 − εs

i,k−2

Under the given assumption, for any T ≥ k >> K, εl
j,k−2 −

εs
i,k−2 = 0 and Di,k = 0 which clearly shows that the errors

are not accumulated and TSBFC converges at T .
2) Preservation of PSR: This section shows that the preser-

vation of PSR is maintained appropriately throughout the NG
including Slave PSs and Master PS. At first, the PSR preser-
vation by a slave PS is proved. If the PSR for ith slave PS is
maintained in the period between the first TS (k = 1) to the
last TS (k = T), then the following equation should hold.

T∑
k=1

⎛
⎝Ps

i,k −
N∑

j=1

Rij · Pl
j,k

⎞
⎠ = 0 (5)

To prove this equation (5), the left hand side can be written
as follows using equations (3) and (4).

=
T∑

k=1

(
Ti,k + εs

i,k −
N∑

j=1
Rij

(
Pl

j,k−2 + εl
j,k

))

By using equation (2),

=
T∑

k=1

⎛
⎝

N∑
j=1

Rij · Pl
j,k−2 + Di,k + εs

i,k −
N∑

j=1

Rij

(
Pl

j,k−2 + εl
j,k

)⎞⎠

=
T∑

k=1

⎛
⎝Di,k + εs

i,k −
N∑

j=1

Rij · εl
j,k

⎞
⎠

By using the result of convergence of TSBFC,

=
T∑

k=1

N∑
j=1

Rij · εl
j,k−2 −

T∑
k=1

εs
i,k−2 +

T∑
k=1

εs
i,k

−
T∑

k=1

N∑
j=1

Rij · εl
j,k

=
T−2∑
k=1

N∑
j=1

Rij · εl
j,k −

T−2∑
k=1

εs
i,k +

T−2∑
k=1

εs
i,k + εs

i,T−1 + εs
i,T

−
T−2∑
k=1

N∑
j=1

Rij · εl
j,k −

N∑
j=1

Rij · εl
j,T−1 −

N∑
j=1

Rij · εl
j,T

= εs
i,T−1 + εs

i,T −
N∑

j=1

Rij · εl
j,T−1 −

N∑
j=1

Rij · εl
j,T

Then under the given assumption, for any T ≥ k >> K,
εs

i,T−1 = εs
i,T = εl

j,T−1 = εl
j,T = 0, which proves equation (5)

holds. For master PS, the total supply power can be written as,

Ps
m,k =

N∑
j=1

Pl
j,k −

M∑
i=1,i �=m

Ps
i,k, (6)

where m indicates master PS. Then, if the PSR for the master
PS is maintained in the period between the first TS (k = 1)

to the last TS (k = T), the following equation should hold.

T∑
k=1

⎛
⎝Ps

m,k −
N∑

j=1

Rmj · Pl
j,k

⎞
⎠ = 0 (7)

The left hand side can be written as follows by using
equation (6) and the definition of PSR,

=
T∑

k=1

⎛
⎝

N∑
j=1

Pl
j,k −

M∑
i=1,i �=m

Ps
i,k −

N∑
j=1

⎛
⎝1 −

M∑
i=1,i �=m

Rij

⎞
⎠Pl

j,k

⎞
⎠

=
T∑

k=1

⎛
⎝

N∑
j=1

Pl
j,k −

M∑
i=1,i �=m

Ps
i,k −

N∑
j=1

Pl
j,k

+
N∑

j=1

M∑
i=1,i �=m

Rij · Pl
j,k

⎞
⎠

=
M∑

i=1,i �=m

T∑
k=1

⎛
⎝Ps

i,k −
N∑

j=1

Rij · Pl
j,k

⎞
⎠

From the PSR preservation of a slave PS, this term can be
represented as follows.

= −
M∑

i=1,i �=m

⎛
⎝εs

i,T−1 + εs
i,T −

N∑
j=1

Rij · εl
j,T−1 −

N∑
j=1

Rij · εl
j,T

⎞
⎠

Then under the given assumption, for any T ≥ k >> K,
εs

i,T−1 = εs
i,T = εl

j,T−1 = εl
j,T = 0, which proves equation (7)

holds.
While it is proved that equation (5) holds for each PS,

the equation means just the necessary condition for the PSR
preservation. That is, another PSR different from Rij, say Qij,
may satisfy equation (5). To put this in another way, given
observed power supply data,

∑T
k=1 Ps

i,k(i = 1, · · · , M), and

observed power consumption data,
∑T

k=1 Pl
j,k(j = 1, · · · , N),

equation (5) may have multiple solutions, each of which gives
a different power flow pattern. The important point here is that
the specified PSR is one of such solutions and hence it is sound
that power flow streams from PSs to PLs can be interpreted
as being distributed according to the specified PSR.

D. Managing Power Loss Over a NG

So far it is assumed that no power is lost during power
transmission from PSs to PLs. In this section, introduction
of a power loss management method is proposed into the
augmented protocol described before.

In practical situations, the total sum of the supplied power
flow streams does not coincide with the total sum of the con-
sumed power flow streams due to the power loss over a power
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transmission inside NG. The difference between these two can
be regarded as the total power loss. Then the accumulated
power loss in the TSk can be defined as,

Lk =
M∑

j=1

Ps
i,k −

N∑
i=1

Pl
j,k (8)

Note that even without any power loss management, this accu-
mulated power loss is supplied by the Master PS thanks to the
stability maintenance mechanism by the master-slave architec-
ture described before. However, to realize a fair usage of PSs
it is better to introduce a power loss management method.

Since power losses are introduced by electrical lines con-
nected to both PSs and PLs, the accumulated power loss can
be decomposed as follows.

Power loss ascribed to PSi:

Ls
i,k = Ps

i,k∑M
i=1 Ps

i,k +∑N
j=1 Pl

j,k

· Lk (9)

Power loss ascribed to PLj:

Ll
j,k = Pl

j,k∑M
i=1 Ps

i,k +∑N
j=1 Pl

j,k

· Lk (10)

To realize a fair power supply among master and slave PSs,
each slave PS should supply additional power to compensate
power losses to which that PS is responsible. To this end, the
following new compensation factor is introduced into TSBFC:

D′
i,k = Ls

i,k−2 +
N∑

j=1

Rij · Ll
j,k−2 (11)

Then, the target power supply for PSi in TSk is defined as
follows.

T ′
i,k =

N∑
j=1

Rij · Pl
j,k−2 + Di,k + D′

i,k (12)

This section introduced a new feature to the augmented
protocol to realize the fair power loss management.

Note that the power flow coloring can be implemented
not only in one household but also among many house-
holds, offices, and factories. In the latter case, the question
arises who should pay for power losses. This economical
aspect of the power flow coloring can be designed based on
equations (9) and (10).

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To show that the proposed system works in real physical
environments satisfying three main requirements described in
Section V, (i) maintain stability, (ii) keep PSR (power supply
ratio) against power fluctuations of LAs, and (iii) accommo-
date communication and computation delays, at first a power
distributer module is developed. It consists of a bi-directional
AC-DC converter, a microprocessor, and a ZigBee wireless
communication device. The real-time (i.e., 16.3 msec control
interval) PWM control is conducted to make it work both as a
voltage source (i.e., as a master power source) and as a power
source (i.e., as a slave power source). Moreover, the frequency

Fig. 5. Physical Environment Setup.

Fig. 6. Experimental Setup.

and phase control can be done both in a grid-connected mode
and in a grid-off mode. As for technical details of the power
distributer module, please refer to [11].

Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate physical and experimental settings
for a grid-off mode operation of our system, where a pair of
DC V power storage batteries are used as independent power
sources. Each battery is connected to a common AC 100V
power line via a power distributer. On the other hand, two
loads are connected to the common AC 100V power line via
smart taps [10], power sensors with embedded microproces-
sors and ZigBee wireless communication devices, respectively.
On these hardware devices, we implemented the augmented
system protocol described in Section V: a pair of power source
agents supply power to a pair of load agents.

As shown in Fig. 5, a oscilloscope is used to mea-
sure detailed fluctuations of power supply and consumption.
Moreover, in the following experiments, a pair of pro-
grammable power load devices were used instead of ordinary
appliances. This is because accurately programmed fluctua-
tions of power consumptions are useful to analyze detailed
dynamical characteristics of the proposed system.

While couple of experiments under a variety of conditions
are conducted, the following result shows a typical charac-
teristic of the proposed system. PSR and the master-slave
assignment are specified manually. That is the experimental
setup does not include the EoD manager or PFM. The PS1
acts as master SA and PS2 acts as slave SA. SA1 supplies
50% power to LA2 while SA2 supplies 100% power to LA1
and 50% power to LA2. Then PSR can be represented as,

PSR =
[

0 0.5
1.0 0.5

]
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Fig. 7. Power Consumption by PLs (PL1 and PL2).

Fig. 8. Power Supply from PSs (Master and slave).

It means the supply power should be PS1 = 0.5PL2 and
PS2 = PL1+0.5PL2 respectively. The duration of time slot for
TSBFC is set to TS= 1sec. At the starting time of the experi-
ment, both PL1 and PL2 are switched OFF. Then as illustrated
in Fig. 7, PL1 (red line in Fig. 7) is switched ON, continues
working for a while, and then switched OFF manually. PL2
(green line in Fig. 7), on the other hand, is switched ON after
PL1 is switched OFF.

Fig. 8 illustrates dynamic profiles of power supplies by
SAs. When PL1 is switched ON, slave SA (i.e., SA2, green
line in Fig. 8) supplies 100% power to PL1 as specified in
PSR. Since the power consumption by PL1 changes largely,
the power supply by SA2 oscillates for several time slots as
illustrated in the closed-up graph in Fig. 8. This oscillation
is introduced by TSBFC conducted by SA2. Then master SA,
SA1 automatically stabilizes (absorbs) the oscillation by main-
taining the voltage level of the NG as shown by the blue line
in the closed-up graph in Fig. 8 and hence no oscillation is
observed in the power consumption by PL1 as shown by the
red line in the closed-up graph in Fig. 7.

That is, the electric bulb of PL1 does not cause any flick-
ering. The same stabilization effects by master SA can be
observed when PL1 and PL2 are switched ON or OFF in
Figs. 7 and 8. When PL2 is switched ON, both SA1 and SA2
supply 50% power respectively following the specified PSR.
Figs. 7 and 8 prove that the power supply to a specific load
from multiple power sources can be realized stably, i.e., no
power oscillation is observed as shown by the green line in
Fig. 7 and PSR is maintained, i.e., both SA1 and SA2 supply
50% power as shown by overlapping blue and green lines in
the right part of Fig. 8.

Fig. 9 shows the accumulated power supplies by
Master (PS1) and Slave (PS2) (solid lines) and corresponding

Fig. 9. Accumulated power supplies and consumptions of PSs and PLs.

accumulated power consumptions: 0.5PL2 (blue dotted line)
and PL1 + 0.5PL2 (green dotted line). We can see that the
specified PSR is maintained accurately against large power
variations caused by unexpected power ON/OFF of PLs. This
also demonstrates that TSBFC works continuously without
accumulating errors and being affected by communication and
computation delays.

Finally, we measured fluctuations of the effective voltage
at the shared power bus during the experiment to show the
effectiveness of our voltage stability control by the master
SA working as the voltage source. We obtained the follow-
ing statistical measures: number of measured samples: 29,140,
average: 100.106V, max: 100.810V, min: 98.813V, and stan-
dard deviation: 0.123V. The reason why the average was
slightly off the target value of the voltage stability control,
i.e., 100V, is that the internal voltage sensor of the power
distributer was not so accurately calibrated as the measuring
instrument. These measures verified that the voltage of the
power bus line is maintained stably.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a cooperative distributed control
method to implement the power flow coloring over a NG with
distributed power sources and fluctuating loads while keep-
ing the voltage stability of the NG. The power flow coloring
gives a unique ID to each individual power flow from a spe-
cific power source to a specific power load. It enables us to
design versatile power flow patterns between multiple power
sources and loads. Following the protocol specification, its
soundness is proved and discussed the management of power
loss over a NG.

To make proposed method work in real living environments,
the following augmentations to solve physical, communica-
tional, and computational problems should be implemented:
(1) how to manage reactive power, (2) a more sophisticated
feedback control method is required i) to suppress power
supply oscillations when power consumptions by loads vary
rapidly, ii) to cope with noise and uncertain data, and iii) to
improve the resilience against message losses and malfunc-
tions of devices, (3) an inter operation phase compensation
process should be developed for a long run operation includ-
ing changes of PFSs, (4) how to change role assignments
among master and slave SAs while keeping stable power
supplies to all power loads, (5) the currently implemented
EoD system [32], [33] should be augmented to be able to
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design PFS based on power requests from loads, (6) how to
scale-up proposed method to realize the power flow coloring
over a national grid including transmission and distribution
network with loops, and finally (7) how to manage fluctuat-
ing and uncontrollable power sources like PVs. Some of these
problems have been solved, which will be reported in a new
paper.
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